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Summary
⇒ Joy Global Inc. (NYSE:JOY) manufac-

benefit from a 20% increase in bond price.
GoM vs bond prices

tures and maintains heavy plant machinery
used in underground and surface mining Figure one shows the bond price deand was acquired by Komatsu Mining crease with the downgrade rating in April
Corp in 2017.

2016.

It is often the case that once a

downgrade to high yield occurs an issuer
⇒ Standard & Poor’s downgraded Joy enters a progressive decline in credit rating.
in April 2016 from “BBB-” to “BB+”.
Twelve months later Joy was upgraded to Upon the downgrade event by Standard&
‘A-’.
Poor’s Joy/Komatsu’s GoM for upgrade
immediately spikes, indicating an upgrade
⇒ The Cardinal Analytics “Grade of in the next twelve months is highly likely.
Membership” (GoM) proprietary risk Joy/Komatsu’s GoM is represented by the
score provides a continuous scale from green line, its bond price by the gray line,
0-1 for issuers. The higher the GoM, the and top decile by the white line 1
higher the upgrade risk of the issuer.
⇒ GoM could have been used as an early
signal for upgrade to investment grade and

1
defined as the threshold value for issuers having the highest 10% of GoM scores in the entire
population

Figure 1: Joy/Komatsu GoM vs. bond price

In

the

subsequent

9

month

period signal of upgrade risk before the upgrade

Joy/Komatsu’s bond price recovers from event occurs.
80 to over 125 -almost a 50% price appreciation.
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Within 12 months of the downgrade to
high yield Standard & Poor’s upgraded : 00 44 28 90 68 67 35
Joy/Komatsu from “BB+” to “A-”: un- B: sales@cardinalanalytics.co
usual in both the fact the upgrade to investment grade occurred and also by the Copyright
speed of the reversal of the original downgrade rating. Many issuers see a terminal
decline in credit quality once downgraded
to high yield.
Contact us
The Joy/Komatsu case study illustrates
CARI’s GoM risk score providing a strong
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